ADMINISTRATIVE PROPOSAL
(Requires majority vote of those voting)

ADM 12 – FOUNDATION BENEFIT CONTEST

(Board of Directors)

AMEND THE CONSTITUTION AND BYLAWS to read:
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Amend Rules by adding the following bylaw 2320.3 which will read:
___
yes

___
no

2320.

SCRIMMAGES/FOUNDATION BENEFIT CONTEST

2320.3 Any school may schedule a “Foundation Benefit Contest” to their allotted game/contest limits,
without penalty, under the following conditions:
1. Any Showcase must be sanctioned through the CHSAA Office (per contest, per level-see table
below) with the host school responsible for seeking sanctioning:
1A
2A
3A
4A
5A

-

Varsity
$100
$125
$150
$175
$200

Sub-Varsity
50% of
Varsity Fee

Admission may be charged;
Registered officials are contracted and paid per Officials’ Fee Table;
Score is kept;
Results will not impact postseason/playoff consideration based on regular season performance;
Football teams not advancing to playoffs may hold Foundation Benefit Contests at the end of
the season;
7. All individual sports safety rules apply.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rationale

This is an opportunity to compete/schedule within the season to benefit school rivalries,
finances, and state programs.
Allows for teams to showcase their teams, while providing a service to a worthwhile cause that
benefits Colorado educational activities. This is a common practice in other states to help
support high school activities at the local and state level. For instance, the Foundation
Showcase will be used to help raise funds for school programs. All sports are included.

Pros

-This is a voluntary opportunity to schedule a competition with no rankings win/loss involved.
-Only permits head to head competition at each level.
-Serves as an additional training opportunity for officials.
-Impacts all sports.
-Creates opportunities for “contests” that may have been eliminated due to playoff format
changes.
-The sanctioning fee will be used to support the Foundation for Colorado High School Student
Activities, CHSAA Hall of Fame and CHSAANow.

Cons

An additional game/competition.

Note: Specific guidelines and recommendations will be provided should this bylaw pass.

